
51. Duncan Moore Leads the Institute

Carlos Stroud

On July 1, 1987 Duncan T. Moore became Director of The Institute of Optics succeed-
ing Kenneth Teegarden. Moore received his bachelor’s degree in 1969 from the University
of Maine, and his masters and doctorate from The Institute of Optics in 1970 and 1974
respectively. He joined the faculty immediately on graduation, and like many of his pred-
ecessors was very active with a career that combined academic research with participation
in industry, government, and professional societies. His research specialty was gradient
index optics. He used ion exchange to produce gradients in the index of refraction of glass
blanks and then used them in binoculars, endoscopes, and microscopes. In 1980 he
founded the Gradient Lens Corporation to exploit the commercial applications of this
technology. Unlike many such start-up companies, GLC is still flourishing twenty-four years
later.

Moore had a distinctive style as a Director, traveling at least two days a week and
keeping a secretary and an administrative assistant very busy. In his last year he also had
Professor Dennis Hall appointed as assistant director to help with administrative work.
Perhaps the most significant development during his term was the continuation and expan-
sion of the collaborative research centers: the Center for Optical Technology (sponsored by
New York State, Eastman Kodak, Xerox, and Corning); the University Research Initiative
Center for Optoelectronic Systems Research (sponsored by the Department of Defense);
and the founding of the Center for Optics Manufacturing (sponsored by the Department
of Defense). Together these centers supported more than half of the research students in
the Institute, and brought in more than eight million dollars per year, surpassing the
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research funding of other much larger departments on River Campus. (These research
centers are described in some detail by Nicholas George in chapter 50.)

The research centers and the state-of-the-art equipment that they provided helped to
attract large classes of very well-qualified graduate students, with more than 80 percent of
the class filled with U.S. citizens. In 1990, the Institute graduated its largest class of Ph.D.
students ever, thirteen, along with twenty-five M.S. students. The combination of excellent
equipment and talented students greatly enhanced the research program of the Institute.
The number of refereed publications grew rapidly from fifty-six in 1988 to 159 in 1991.
The number of patents also grew rapidly. In 1988–89 there were twelve patents granted
and fifteen additional applications. The remarkable productivity of the faculty was recog-
nized in the compilation of statistics by the National Academy of Sciences comparing Ph.D.
granting physics departments in the United States. The Institute was included in the
tabulation and ranked in the top five departments in “faculty effectiveness” measured in
publications per faculty member, and in the percentage of faculty with external research
contract support. The quality of the publications was also evidenced by the frequent
appearance of the work in published annual lists of the most significant accomplishments
of the year in various fields, and in articles in the popular press including The Wall Street

Journal, The New York Times, and The Economist.
The one number characterizing the Institute that decreased during this period was the

number of undergraduate majors. There were 97 B.S. graduates in 1987 and the number
dropped to 31 by 1991. The total number of undergraduate majors rose from 50 in 1975
to 350 in 1985 and back below 200 in 1990. There were a number of factors that led to
the “bubble” of the mid-80s. Lasers had caught the public imagination, with Star Wars
and laser fusion research in the newspapers, and holograms and barcode scanners becom-
ing familiar sights. The word was out that this was a hot new field with high-paying jobs.
Indeed, in 1987 one westcoast military research company flew fifty of the graduating sen-
iors out to Los Angeles en masse to interview for jobs. One M.S. graduate set a new record
by receiving thirty job offers. The twelve faculty members on the Optics faculty did not
feel that they could give such large classes the quality of education that an Institute of
Optics degree was supposed to represent. There was no time to learn all the students’
names much less to supervise individual research projects. The faculty decided to limit the
class size by raising the minimum standards. In response to the overcrowding and the
enhanced minimum requirements the enrollment in the undergraduate program dropped
sharply, eventually dropping below twenty graduates in the late 1990s.

The bursting of the bubble was no happier event than its exponential growth in the
first place. A faculty committee chaired by Carlos Stroud and including Dennis Hall and
Michael Morris was set up to evaluate the status of the Institute and to suggest changes.
The committee recommended that major changes be made in the way that undergradu-
ates were educated. The students were to be integrated into the daily life of the depart-
ment from the beginning with undergraduate study rooms, carrels, and laboratories mixed
in among the faculty and graduate student offices and research laboratories. The program
was given the acronym REDI (Rochester Educations Demands Involvement). The
University administration and outside donors were approached to fund a building to carry
out this experiment in undergraduate education. The reception might well be character-
ized as “restrained.” The economy in general and the University’s endowment in partic-
ular were strained, and no project which did not guarantee to bring in extra funds was
likely to be supported at that time. Although there was general agreement that the plan
was educationally sound it was not approved for funding.
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The generally gloomy economic atmosphere in the University in the early 1990s was
summed up in the last paragraph of the Director’s Annual Report for the school year
1991–92.

The last academic year was an excellent one for The Institute of Optics. However, the
winds of change are clearly blowing. We can no longer continue business as usual and must
be ready to do more with less resources. The faculty size has decreased by one and budgets
have declined, while competitive pressures for salary increases continue. The next few years
will pose many problems, but the vitality and historical strength of The Institute should
carry us through these difficult times.

Although the University finances were not ideal, the field of optics was just about to
undergo another dramatic “bubble”—photonics. The field of fiber optic communications was
beginning to explode and the Institute was well posed to take advantage of it. The faculty
included Dennis Hall, Govind Agrawal, Tom Brown, Susan Houde-Walter and Gary
Wicks all making important contributions in this area. Other very strong new appointments
had been made including Greg Forbes working in mathematical optics and Ian Walmsley
in lasers and quantum optics.

The ground work laid in the REDI plan would prove useful a decade later as plans
for the new Optics-Biomedical Engineering building were strongly influenced by the earlier
ideas. Similarly, the need to keep faculty salaries competitive with those at other universi-
ties and in the industrial sector was soon recognized by the University and a significant
increment was made to the faculty salary pool.

In 1993 Duncan Moore took a leave from the University to serve as American Physical
Society Congressional Fellow working for two years in the office of Senator John D.
Rockefeller IV of West Virginia. Dennis Hall succeeded him as Director of the Institute.
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